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Abstract

This paper suggests new perspective to evaluating innovation projects and understanding the nature of startup risks. Author consider five principal hypotheses that underlie every innovative project that comprise a bunch of respective assumptions to manage startup risks in a proactive manner. Suggested approach spots the light on a project’s uncertainties and risks, embedded investment and managerial options, and enables more comprehensive and accurate evaluation of innovation. The Hypotheses Testing Method enables to estimate risks and attractiveness of a startup project in a clear and fast manner. It replaces unclear traditional techniques like NPV and DCF, avoiding heavy cash flow modelling.
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1. Introduction

Solving particular problems and challenges, often even unarticulated, innovation bring to their customers certain values (Gans, 2016; Goffin & Mitchell, 2017; Chesbrough, Lettl & Ritter, 2018; Rong & Xiao, 2016; Cesário & Fernandes, 2019). No matter what they are, a brand new or slightly bigger than existed before, these values always exist in the form of new products (Shestakov, 2018; Shestakov & Poliarush, 2019; Zhou & Li, 2012; Nagji & Tuff, 2012; Spanjol, 2012; Marion & Fixson, 2020). Today, there is a number of approaches to estimate such a value such as discounted cash flow, venture capital method, real options approach, comparison method, competitive losses, matching method, etc. (Damodaran, 2002; Kodukula & Papadesu, 2006; Smit & Trigeorgis, 2004; Cassia, 2007; Que & Zhang, 2020; Casadesus-Masanell & Zhu, 2013; Drucker, 2013). However, while researchers compare these and other evaluation techniques in terms of their accuracy, dispersion of possible results, ability to describe uncertainty whatever (Damodaran, 2002; Cassia, 2007), specifics of evaluating an innovation project and its product remains blurred. In other words, there is an explicit shift of focus on the result of an innovation project, but not on the process of its creation and development.

Meanwhile, evaluating a project value mostly relying on late stages where the product already exists, means that risks associated with earlier stages to be absent or simply ignored. Conventionally, this issue is solved by using a discount rate that is supposed to reflect the risks of the whole project aggregated in one figure (Correia, 2007; Chambers & Echenique, 2018; Ohlson, 2003; Drucker, 2013), which often goes in with decision tree and scenario analyses (Smit & Trigeorgis, 2004; Brandão & Dyer, 2005; Sick & Gamba, 2005). Although, still focusing primarily on the final results of the project, investors remain incapable of understanding the nature of pertaining project risks and so have less managerial capabilities to manage them.

In the meanwhile, being a set of hypotheses (Hurst, 1982; Melkas & Harmakaorpi, 2011; Kerzner, 2019), an innovation project can be further decomposed into a number of assumptions (Sandström, 2014; Tsang, 2006; Berglund & Sandström, 2013) related to a particular stage (e.g. prototyping, MVP, basic and full version development, market entry market penetration; (Furr & Dyer, 2014; Tohidi, 2012; Taylor & Levitt, 2007) and therefore can be tested to dispel uncertainty and to determine the degree of inherent risk in course of its evolution (McGrath, 2010). Therefore, an innovation project evaluation should account all stages of creating an innovation product through the prism of the underlying assumptions, in order to understand the nature of its risks and to estimate its value properly considering the variety of available managerial options.

The closest methodological approach being used nowadays to account uncertainties and risks of an innovation project throughout its lifetime is Stage Gate model (Ettlie & Elsenbach, 2006; Cooper, 2010; Cooper, 2011; Cooper, 2014; Cooper, 2016; Cooper & Sommer, 2016) that focuses on the innovation process in the whole and work it
out from the perspective of six stages. Whereas, assuming each stage to be designed to collect specific information in order to dispel uncertainty and risks, Stage Gate model heavily relies on a waterfall logic that eliminates managing risks in a proactive manner via agile methodologies. Without suggesting any particular set of hypotheses basically intrinsic to a project, the model excludes the possibility to test them from the very beginning, even though they relate to later stages. Moreover, the stages used in Stage Gate approach are quite general, which doesn’t anticipate a delivery logic of a project, which makes its evaluation more complicated. On top of all of that, even though Stage Gate model is the closest existing methodology to cover uncertainties and risks of an innovation project, it also doesn’t enable to assess its risks intrinsic to each stage and evaluate its value.

This paper proposes to look at innovation from a conceptual point of view concentrating on primary stages of their creation and development towards product implementation and marketing using incremental delivery perspective. Shifting the focus from end results to the complex delivery process, the authors propose a new approach to understanding innovation projects and their risks in a wider perspective than it is used to being considered. Proposing the Hypotheses Testing Method, this study suggests a set of hypotheses that cover any innovation project and all aspects of creating new products. The authors assume that in its fullest configuration an innovation project always consists of the five high-level hypotheses that can be further decomposed into smaller assumptions. These are a team competency, technological capability, customer value, business model, and market depth hypotheses which have convexities and overlap during the project progress depending on the degree of innovativeness, and so enable managing risks in a proactive manner testing them from the very beginning of a project’s creation.

Understanding decomposition of each hypothesis, reveals a more detailed picture of a project’s uncertainties and risks, variety of available investment and managerial options, and enables more comprehensive and accurate evaluation of innovation. The Hypotheses Testing Method is practically applicable to any project, which makes it a conceptual basis for creating and development of innovation by perceiving their risks in a much clearer manner and enabling assessment of their subtle value.

2. Method

At all times, the engine of progress and development was the invention of something new, which did not exist before. However, it is important to understand that all innovations created are designed to meet existing (and non-existent) human needs. In fact, each innovation brings its own unique value to the customers in terms of solving specific problems. Different approaches to assessing the future development cost have appeared with the general availability of investments in the development of innovations. In order to be able to invest in the development of innovation (creation of new products), it is necessary to assess this opportunity. The existing assessment models are reduced to a rather narrow emphasis - the finished product, that is, the scientific literature shifts the emphasis on assessing the product, that is, the result of an innovation, omitting the entire life cycle of creating an innovation with all the inherent risks and uncertainties.

When researching an innovation project as a form of innovation activities (Chesbrough, Lettl & Ritter, 2018) for the development and implementation of innovations, researchers often deviate from the specific distinctive features of the innovation project that is a complex system of interdependent and interconnected resources, deadlines and implementers of activities aimed at achieving specific goals (objectives) for the priority areas of science and technology (Frank, 2016; Hartwig & Mathews, 2020).

It is careless to assess the future cash flows of an innovative project using classical financial methods, because omitting the entire period of innovation development and evaluating only the product sales stage (scaling), standard Net Present Value (NPV) significantly reduces the project investment attractiveness and embedded flexibility to minimize sunk costs and maximize upsides, and is not an appropriate method of evaluating projects that are subject to significant uncertainty and risks.

Yes, this method considers a certain risk, but it is stable throughout the entire project and is enclosed in a discount rate, which does not reflect the reality of all stages of an innovative project. Without dividing the project into risks of different nature, the assessment will be linear and may give significant deviations from the output results. Even more advanced methods like Decision Tree Analysis and Scenario analysis include a constant discount rate. Why is it important? Due to its limitations, the discount rate cannot include the risks of a complete abandonment of the project at the early stages, that is, a working prototype and Minimum Viable Product (MVP). This leads to the fact that the estimated income at the last project stages will be equal to 0 (after all, the product has not been launched, which means there is nothing to sell), and the losses will be equal to the amount of funds spent on the project. In fact, the NPV model based on the discount rate cannot include risks in the early stages of the project. Understanding the nature of the risks of an innovative project will allow to shift the emphasis in the assessment of innovation at all its stages, from the idea to scaling the finished product, thereby identifying and highlighting possible clusters.
of risks at the beginning of an innovative project. Focusing on all the risks of an innovative project regardless of its stage, separating certain risks depending on their impact on the outcome of the stage and the project as a whole through testing the relevant hypotheses, will allow investors to understand the nature of pertaining project risks and thus ensure the managerial flexibility in innovation project risk management.

A characteristic feature of projects whose goal is to create innovation is the dependence of uncertainty and, as a consequence of risks at the initial stages of creating an innovation, on the degree of innovation project (Bowers & Khorakian, 2014; Keller, 2017; Chappin et al., 2019; Kock & Gemünden, 2020; Mathews & Russell, 2020; Young, 2020).

Strategic decisions within the innovation project are made in the face of uncertainty, which is an integral characteristic of innovation (Wang, 2017; Shestakov & Poliarush, 2019; Loch, 2007). Analyzing uncertainty, it should be noted that it relates to innovations directly through the process of their creation within the project, since it is usually not obvious what kind of methodologies, techniques and tools should be used to create the innovation; and that the result of the innovation project is unknown and may deviate significantly from the expected one (Nagji & Tuff, 2012; Shestakov, 2018).

The ‘uncertainty factor’ of an innovation project generates a certain range of hypotheses that underlie the project's value and return on investment. Upon calculating the cash flows after the implementation of the project as well as upon applying the appropriate discount rate (Latimore, 2002; Zizlavs, 2014), investors calculate the net present value (NPV) of the investment, which enables making the appropriate decision to participate in the project or not (Ohlson, 2003; Smit & Trigeorgis, 2017). However, in case of innovation projects, the application of the classical method of cash flows estimation leads to the multiplication of uncertainty, which is the way of adding new assumptions to a set of other uncertainties. It is so due to the fact, that the cash flow assumption is derived from the successful implementation of the project at such stages as idea development, prototyping, minimum viable product (MVP) and basic version development, business model testing and market entry, only after that the project moves to the stage of scaling (testing the market depth), at which it begins to generate cash flows. That is, to determine the degree of inherent risk, it is necessary to separate all types of risks between the stages of the project and evaluate them separately (both for the early stages and for the later ones).

Stage Gate model (SGM) as the closest existing methodology to cover uncertainties and risks is a project management methodology (Cooper, 2016; Cooper & Sommer, 2016). The Stage-Gate process is based on the belief that product innovation begins with ideas and ends once a product is successfully launched into the market. The first 2 stages of an innovative project under SGM (‘Scope’ and ‘Design’) affect market research and detailed investigation involving primary research and involve voice of customer approach in a slightly narrow form, which means that there is no progress in reducing the level of uncertainty in the context of the customer value – it is still the ‘black box’. The third stage – ‘Develop’ – combines all development, it is, in fact, an innovative project from the beginning of the prototype development to the creation of a finished fully functional product. Confirmation of consumer value occurs only at the 4th stage of this method (‘Scale Up’). However, in fact, all capital at risk is concentrated in stage 3 under the SGM, which makes it possible to lose all funds for the project after the hypothesis of customer value is not confirmed. The last stage under SGM i.e. ‘Launch’ assumes the beginning of full-scale operations or production, marketing and sales (commercialization phase), which is really the final stage of any innovation project.

After completion of each stage the gate follows, where the project leader or manager decides to start the next stage or abandon the project (Go/Kill decision). However, it is worth considering that the risks of unconfirming the hypotheses, which are included in stages 4 and 5, must be analyzed not in fact, but at the initial stages of the project. This will minimize the losses of the investor and competently bring the project to completion, if the hypotheses regarding the team competence, technological capability, customer value, business model and market depth are confirmed. SGM does not fully reveal the depth of the risks of creating an innovation but focusing on the process of creating innovation makes this model the closest to the approach proposed in this work.

In case of project management, the innovativeness of SGM is that it adds more flexibility to classical waterfall logic due to the possibility of adding cyclicity at the stages of the project. It's more about project management, not about innovation project evaluation. In case of risk management, SGM not aimed at reducing the level of uncertainty for competent project risk management and does not provide answers for a more substantive understanding of the risks of an innovation project.

We use proactive agile instead of waterfall logic (which reflects the SGM logic) to show the impact of certain risks on the result of each stage of the project in interactive and iterative logic. Using this approach, it is possible to manage risks by analyzing in detail all the convexities for each hypothesis. And this, in turn, enables the investor
to overestimate the probability of a negative outcome for each type of risk, thereby more clearly managing the uncertainties of creating an innovation. Understanding the risks of an innovation project, from the very beginning of an innovation project there is an opportunity to work them out at each stage by iterations, which is a methodologically clear systematization of the risk management.

When the process of measuring is done correctly, it will be clear that a company is either moving the drivers of the business model or not. If not, it is a sign to pivot or make a structural course correction to test a new fundamental hypothesis about the product, strategy and engine of growth.

However, it is worth noting one significant distinguishing characteristic in the approach proposed in this article and the lean methodology. Lean is a methodology for quickly going through the early project stages, namely creating a working prototype and MVP. This technique can really give an understanding of the possibility of implementing an innovative idea, but it does not give answers to the possibility of product commercialization. In other words, lean touches on the technical side of the innovation project and bypasses the business side. This is the key difference - after all, a technically working version of the product, without promotion, commercial component and market conquest, will not have exponential growth. In fact, the lean approach does not come close to understanding the business risks of the project. The approach proposed in this work corrects this bulge, completely covering all the main risks of going through all stages of an innovative project, both technical and business.

Instead of quantifying the depth of the innovative product market and building a detailed financial cash flow model, we emphasize to shift the focus to qualitative analysis of key assumptions at each project stage i.e. idea - prototype - MVP - market entry – product scaling and analyze how they can be checked as early as possible. Based on lean methodologies to innovation process and considering all the possibilities and sides of the SGM approach, this paper proposes an independent approach. We will outline the main hypotheses on the way of innovation project implementation and innovation creation.

Hypothesis 1: Team Competence (H1). The project team is a group of responsible people who form the basis for further innovation development activities, directly participate in innovation processes, and perform tasks for the creation, implementation, and realization of innovation products. The technical part of the team should be able to create a prototype, MVP and a basic version of the innovation product for further implementation. The business part of the team (entrepreneurship, management, marketing, business development, sales) should be able to formulate the concept of the product, to manage effectively its development, to create and implement the strategy of sales and scaling of the product not only in regard to customers but also non-customers, i.e. potential customers of the given product, who for some reason do not use available alternatives.

The goals and specific roles of the innovation team depend on the type, size and scope of the project as well as activity of the company. In order to innovate, companies need a driving force from within, which is an experienced team that thinks through innovation categories, implements the right technologies and best practices for innovation processes. ‘In the R&D context, a critical set of roles are around leading teams to promote good team spirit, trust and support, and to build group dynamics and processes that encourage necessary teamwork to turn creative ideas into innovation products and services’ (Paulsen, 2009).

The team competence hypothesis is present at every stage of innovation creation: starting with the idea till the scaling of the product created. This means that the team competence generates end-to-end risks throughout the life cycle of the innovation project. Due to the different orientation of the technical and business parts of the team as well as diverse activities throughout the implementation of the innovation, the risk impact at different stages of the innovation project is different. At the prototype, MVP, and basic version development stages, the technical team competence hypothesis (H1.2) has a greater impact than the business team competence hypothesis (H1.1), since the main tasks at these stages are creating the prototype, MVP, and basic version respectively and require technical expertise. The business-focused team of a project usually begins to dominate after the business model hypothesis (H4) testing during a project basic version stage (see fig. 1), while the technical team developed a product at the previous stages continues focusing mainly on supporting and refining the product.

Hypothesis 2: Technological Capability (H2). Innovation is created in a certain time period, where appropriate technological solutions and theories dominate and are available for use. A technology maturity can significantly affect the results of the innovation project and product implementation. The technological capability required to create and manage technical changes includes skills, knowledge and experience that often (but not always) differ significantly from those required to operate existing technical systems (Bell & Pavitt, 1995). ‘The technology development capability allows the firm to choose and to use technology with strategic purposes, to create new methods, process and techniques, and mostly, to offer new [innovation] products.’ (Zawislak, 2012).
The technological capability hypothesis also involves assessment of the technology’s complexity, its practical applicability, the development level of supporting technologies that in one way or another affect the use of the underlying technology. Also, an innovation product may consist of several technological solutions, which implies multilayered levels of complexity, practical applicability, development of basic and supporting technologies. In fact, diversification of risks of different technological solutions does not reduce the whole uncertainty of the innovation project, but rather creates multilevel risks that must be identified and managed by testing the H2. One of the main success factors for innovation products is the technical component, which leads to the high efficiency of the innovation product (Garcia & Calantone 2002).

Incremental development of a product through prototyping and MVP, with a limited basic functional set, means creating an initial version of the innovation in order to enable potential customers to evaluate key features of the newly created product and to prove or deny its value (testing the customer value hypothesis (H3)), which allows managers to make a respective pivot or exit a project and so to fix sunk costs at a minimum level. ‘MVP allows entrepreneurs to focus more on knowing who their customers are, what habits they have, and how to attract and retain them.’ (Trimi, 2012). Technological risk reduces as you progress through the innovation project development stages, which means that at the prototype stage the risk is the highest, and at the market entry and scaling stages it is the lowest.

It is obvious that technologies used for creation of a prototype, MVP and basic version of a product can be complex, and their practical applicability and level of development can affect the technological capability to accomplish necessary tasks and therefore to achieve the project targets.

Hypothesis 3: Customer Value (H3). ‘Customer value has been widely recognised as a key factor in organisational management, marketing strategy and customer behaviour.’ (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2009). All processes of an innovation project are aimed at meeting existing customers’ needs and/or creating a new, previously unknown, demand. Pinto and Mantel, based on the research of the 97 failed projects, identified a project value and customer satisfaction as two out of three main causes of failure (Pinto & Mantel, 1990). The marketing component reflected in the degree of customer commitment to the product is one of the basic concepts of innovation success (Garcia & Calantone, 2002). The essence of the customer value hypothesis (H3) is to confirm the value of the newly created product and the willingness to use it by targeted customers.

A new product is valuable if it offers a better way to solve a problem. But even if the product has some functional, emotional or social benefits in comparison to other alternatives, a customer before acquiring the product will also take into account its cost, time and efforts needed to use it. That is, value is not just the quality and quantity characteristics of a product against those available on the market, it is the willingness of customer to buy this product within the offered price model, which is reasonable to be tested before market entry and as a part of the business model hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis 4: Business Model (H4). ‘Technology by itself has no single objective value. The economic value of a technology remains latent until it is commercialized in some way via a business model.’ (Chesbrough, 2010). ‘The essence of a business model is in defining the manner by which the enterprise delivers value to customers, entices customers to pay for value, and converts those payments to profit’ (Teece, 2010). Following the project logic, the purpose of making a business model is to confirm the willingness of customers to buy a product for the offered price model (based on a particular value chain) and using designed marketing channels. Despite the fact of being competitive, an innovation product may not find its customers through a poorly designed business model.

The business model of the company working on the implementation of the innovation should give clear answers to the questions: how the product is created, how it is sold and delivered, how it is supported and maintained, how users are attracted, and how the company will earn from innovation (monetization model). In the absence of a proper business model, technologically innovative product will hardly enter the market, not to say creating a new one, and disruptive innovation will not ‘disrupt’ the target market.

Hypothesis 5: Market Depth (H5). An investor always looks at an innovation project in terms of its commercial scalability. Innovations aimed at satisfying a narrow customer category generally do not have significant demand among venture capital investors.

The uncertainty about the market depth is related not only to the unpredictable volumes of possible revenues, but also to the sources of revenue. The market depth hypothesis is tested with regard to i) type, level, form, and degree of innovation, the creation of which is envisaged by an innovation project, since different combinations of innovation characteristics may imply significant differences in the breadth and depth of a target market; ii) the value of the product being developed and the ability to meet the specific needs of customers; iii) scalability and
access to new markets of the newly created product. Assumptions outlined at the market entry stage allow to be reviewed and pivoted upon incoming data, and so to mitigate market risks.

Fig. 1 below illustrates the five hypotheses that need to be tested for in-depth understanding of innovation project risks.

![Figure 1. Hypotheses of an innovation project in terms of product evolution](image)

### 3. Results

The 5 main hypotheses presented and described above combine most of the risks of implementing an innovation project. It is possible to overestimate an innovation project based on a qualitative analysis, however, it is also possible to use more visual calculations that will help not only to compare the project value estimated with the inclusion of a hypotheses conceptual model with the project value estimated by the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method, but also to expand the horizon of risks to minimize losses and focus on those project risk bulges that can lead to the project abandon.

Further, the real options method will be used in paper as a proxy for the quantitative assessment of an innovative project with the inclusion of 5 hypotheses at different stages of the innovation project. The calculations below reflect the logic of the project evaluation process, if the hypothesis testing approach at each stage of innovation creation is used.

Thoroughly analyzed theoretical basis for the ROA (Real option analysis) methodology in innovation projects evaluation and interpreted practical significance of the results obtained, this section represents the case study with a detailed explanation of all stages of evaluation and results on each project life cycle. By detailing and quantifying the hypotheses suggested above, managerial flexibility over the life cycle of an innovation project will be estimated to fully understand the competitive advantages of the valuation method used.

The Innovation Company interested in investing into a breakthrough innovation project considers the product features, and functionality to be developed will significantly outweigh existing solutions and solve a set of specific customer problems more efficiently and at a less cost.

According to the classic DCF approach to assessing investment attractiveness the project team proposes to invest $500,000, namely $150,000 in the product basic version development during the 1st year, $100,000 in market entry stage during the 2nd year, $150,000 and $100,000 in marketing during the 1st and the 2nd half of the 3rd year respectively. The DPP (Discounted Payback Period) is 2 years, the ROI (Return on Investment) for a 3-year period is 500 percent, and the NPV is $2,500,000. The liquidation cost of the project is equal to its basic version development, which means the capital at risk in the case of investing in the project being $150,000, and the annual risk-free rate is 5 percent.
Due to customer demand uncertainty and uncertainty of the project team ability to create a product and achieve declared characteristics the Company considers how to minimize investment risks by analyzing and exploiting available contingencies of the project.

Assuming Prototype, MVP, and Basic Version development costs equal to $50,000 each ($150,000 in sum), adding market entry and marketing costs, the project decision tree accounting for all possible decision options and related costs is created for better understanding of how the ROA works in case of innovation project (see fig. 2).

$S_0$ – or base point – is the stage where the Company decides to invest in the project. If the team competence (H1) and the technological capability (H2) hypotheses are disputed (in other words, the team is not able to create the working prototype), the Company will suspend the implementation of the project ($S_{0f}$) fixing losses in the amount of actually invested funds, that is $50,000. If the hypotheses are confirmed, the Company will continue developing the project ($S_{0s}$) investing in the next stage.

Investing in the MVP development, if at least one of the three hypotheses (H1, H2, H3) is denied, that is, either the team is not able to create the MVP or the product value is not confirmed by its customers, the Company will terminate the project ($S_{0f}^2$) fixing $100,000 of losses. If all three hypotheses are confirmed, the Company will continue developing the project ($S_{0s}^2$) investing in the next stage.

In case of refutation of the hypotheses H2, H3, H4 on the basic version stage, the Company will terminate the project ($S_{0f}^3$) fixing $150,000 of losses. If hypotheses are confirmed, the Company will continue investing into the project ($S_{0s}^3$) additional $100,000 to launch marketing campaign entering on the market.

Further, if both the H4 and H5 hypotheses are confirmed on the market entry stage, the Company will continue investing ($S_{0s}^4$), since uncertainty about market demand would be partially dissolved, which now allows to estimate expected cash flows with more confidence. But if at least one of the hypotheses is denied, the Company will suspend the project implementation ($S_{0f}^4$) fixing $250,000 of losses.

Having fully confirmed the H4 and partially H5 hypotheses, it becomes reasonable to boost marketing costs in order to keep on testing the market depth depending on three possible outcomes, which is rapid growth ($S_{0s}^5$), moderate growth ($S_{0m}^5$) or weak growth ($S_{0f}^5$). So the Company has a choice (i) to invest further $100,000 in the case of rapid ($S_{0s}^5$) or moderate ($S_{0m}^5$) growth, or (ii) $50,000 in the case of weak growth ($S_{0f}^5$).
Assessing investment attractiveness of the project, the Company applies a multiplier to invested capital approach for project valuation, a multiplier method, that varies depending on the final results of the H5 testing:

- In case of rapid exponential growth ($S_{t>5}^e$) or rapid linear growth ($S_{t>5}^l$), the multiplier will be x40 or x20 respectively, which means the project value will be $20M or $10M.
- In case of moderate rapid growth ($S_{t>5}^m$) or moderate linear growth ($S_{t>5}^m$), the multiplier will be x10 or x5 respectively, and the project value will be $5M or $2.5M.
- In case of weak moderate growth ($S_{t>5}^f$), the multiplier will be x2.5 with the project value of $1.125M.

Whereas, if the market depth hypothesis is eventually denied, the Company will have to terminate the project ($S_{t>5}^f$) with $450,000 of losses.

Next, based altogether on the backward induction approach, the real option method, the hypothesis testing and the multiplier methods, it is applicable to assess the project investment attractiveness (see fig. 3).

In order to assess investment attractiveness of an innovation project taking into account its uncertainties, risks and decision-making flexibility, this paper proposes the new approach based on the Hypothesis Testing Method and implies three steps:

1. Build a decision tree by decomposing the project contingencies within its evolution path, minimizing investments on earlier stages and increasing them upon successful testing of underlying hypotheses.
2. Estimate final scenarios depending on the innovative potential of a project using the multiplier method or cash flow forecast if applicable.
3. Calculate option price at each node starting from the last stage and then move back to market entry, basic product, MVP and prototype stages using backward induction logic and ROA.

After assessing an innovation project value, the probability of financial losses (Value-at-Risk modeling) has to be done in order to estimate risk landscape of the project.
The Hypothesis testing method proposed here is suitable for evaluating any innovation project, but its value significantly increases with the increase in innovativeness degree, as the more innovative the project is (for example disruptive or breakthrough), the more difficult it is to evaluate it with existing methods.

The option price, that reflects net project value, is calculated using the following formula (Smit & Trigeorgis, 2004):

\[ C = p(V^+ - I) + (1 - p)(V^- - I) \]  
\[ 1 + r \]

where \( C \) – option price, \( p \) – risk-neutral probability, \( V^+ \) – the highest project value, \( I \) – the amount of investment required, \( V^- \) – the lowest project value, \( r \) – risk-free interest rate (rate of return) which is calculated based on annual risk-free rate:

\[ r = (1 + r_f)^n - 1 \]

where \( r_f \) – annual risk-free rate, \( n \) – number of years.

The risk-neutral probability is calculated as follows (Smit & Trigeorgis, 2004):

\[ p = (1 + r)E(V) - \frac{V^-}{V^+ - V^-} \]

where \( E(V) \) – expected value of the project.

\[ E(V) = \sum_i V_i f(V_i) \]

Using the multiplier method calculate the project value on the end nodes at scaling stage. Then, calculate option prices on each decision tree node starting from the end and then move backward to the left. In order to understand the estimation logic, \( S_0S^5 \) node option price will be calculated step-by-step.

For rapid growth (\( S_0S^5 \)) the total investments (\( I \)) are $500,000, the highest project value (\( V^+ \)) is $20,000,000 (\( S_0S^5+ \)) and the lowest project value (\( V^- \)) is $10,000,000 (\( S_0S^5- \)). The risk-free interest rate for the product scaling stage (\( r \)) using formula (2) is 0.16:

\[
(1 + 0.05)^3 - 1 = 0.16
\]

Substituting these values into the formula (3) and (4), the risk-neutral probability is equal to 0.74:

\[
\frac{(1 + 0.16)x(20,000,000x0.5 + 10,000,000x0.5) - 10,000,000}{20,000,000 - 10,000,000} = 0.74
\]

The option price for \( S_0S^5 \) node using the formula (1) is calculated as follows:

\[
C = \frac{0.74x19,500,000 + (1 - 0.74)x9,500,000}{1 + 0.16} = 14,568,081
\]

To put it another way, $14,568,081 is the net project value in case of rapid growth of sales considering its further inherent uncertainty and uncertainties dispelled:

- the team’s ability to create a working prototype, MVP and basic version;
- the complexity of the technologies used, their practical applicability and maturity affecting the technological ability to create the product;
- the unique value of the product and customers willingness to use it;
- the customer willingness to buy the product with the offered price model;
- the scale of the problem solved that ensures comprehensive interest from customers and the marketing strategy used.

Using the same logic, the option values on all other nodes of the decision tree are calculated (see fig. 4).
That is, the entry cost or net project value at its early stage ($S_0$) with all inherent uncertainties and managerial decision options (flexibility) related to $H1$-$H5$ hypotheses is equal to $185,031$.

Furthermore, since the $E(V)$ for calculating risk-neutral probability ($\delta$) also contains a probabilistic indicator that directly affects the option price (net project value), it makes sense to compare the results by the ordinary and real option decision tree.

As it is shown in fig. 5, for the ordinary decision tree, where the event probabilities are determined and the project value is reduced to the net present value calculated using a discount factor, the expected project values are fairly lower.
Thus, the estimated project value under the ordinary decision tree is $61,969, which is 3 times less than the value obtained by the real options approach ($185,031, see fig. 4), which reduces the project investment attractiveness as well as the chances of getting financing.

Applying sensitivity analysis, the probability factor impact on the expected results from the ROA approach and decision tree were compared. The net project value on the node $S_0$ in fig. 4 and the net present value on the node $S_0$ in fig. 5 were re-estimated including possible deviation of the probability factors used to calculate the decision tree and ROA risk-neutral probability on each node using normal distribution (mean 0.5, std. dev. 0.05). Conducting Monte Carlo analysis, the project ROA values (fig. 6, left side) and simple decision tree values (fig. 6, right side) were calculated.

![Figure 6. Distribution of the project ROA value (left) and Decision Tree value (right)](image)

Figure 6 graphically shows the initial project value. The x-axis contains all possible values of the project value, and the y-axis shows the corresponding probability value. In the 95 percent confidence interval, the project value within ROA methodology will be in the range of $15,674 to $681,466, instead of $-21,326 to $298,228 with the decision tree. Negative values are possible in ROA in contrast to financial option, since the model takes into account the amount of possible losses at each stage.

Evaluating financial risks, the Value-at-Risk (VaR), which is a statistical measure of potential loss that could happen, needs to be estimated. VaR for ROA is 12.6 percent that is, with 0.99 probability, the investor’s losses will not exceed 12.6 percent of the net project value at early stage ($S_0$). VaR for decision tree is 44.0 percent, so the investor’s losses will not exceed 44.0 percent of the project value. Meanwhile, according to the decision tree the project value at early stage may go below zero with the probability of 15.2 percent, while using ROA the probability of going below zero is 1.8 percent.

Now let’s get back to standard NPV calculated for the project in the amount of $2,500,000, which implies successful product creation and market entry, and the proof of all the underlying hypotheses. Meanwhile, NPV approach methodologically does not have the capability to consider and respectively account all contingencies and respective ups and downs inherent to an innovation project. Obviously, this controversy makes a comparison of standard NPV with the net project value calculated with ROA, that in our case is $185,031, irrelevant. In order to compare standard NPV with the option price calculated with ROA, it is necessary to look at the net project value at the market entry stage, which is $5,651,272 ($S_0^{s}$ in fig. 4) or 126.1 percent higher than the project standard NPV calculated using the DCF approach (see fig. 7). The innovation project investment attractiveness is more than 2 times higher if it is estimated using the ROA, which significantly increases the chances of investors entering the project and its practical realization. Another significant advantage is the fact that the ROA also evaluates each of the innovation creation steps that cannot be done by simple NPV.
Figure 7. ROA Decision tree versus NPV approach

Omitting the entire period of innovation development and evaluating only the product sales stage (scaling), standard NPV significantly reduces the project investment attractiveness and embedded flexibility to minimize sunk costs and maximize upsides, and is not an appropriate method of evaluating projects that are subject to significant uncertainty and risks. Instead of that, the approach proposed, unlike the existing methods of evaluating innovation opportunities, involves the project life cycle stages and underlying hypotheses.

4. Discussion

Due to inherent uncertainty and related risks of innovations, prediction of future optimal decisions looks like a vague idea, but it is not a reason for excluding managerial flexibility from taking into consideration while assessing innovation projects. Evaluating investment attractiveness of an innovation opportunity, its profitability, considering inherent contingencies and minimizing financial losses, should include available managerial options during the project’s lifetime.

Real option and decision tree analysis are useful tools for assessing strategic landscape and respective investment decisions. ROA corrects NPV value by incorporating flexibility of managerial decision making, which allows to reconsider uncertain situations and adopt them into simpler analytical structures. However, at the same time, ROA is a financial innovation assessment tool, most suitable for assessing an innovative project, which has been known for many years. Estimating the innovation project, this paper proposes a completely new approach that allows an investor to look differently at innovation development. This article describes the mechanism for reassessing the risks of innovation at each innovation project development stage, which allows to build risk clusters and understand the likelihood of project implementation failure competitively.

Since every innovation project goes through prototyping, MVP and basic version development, market entry, and scaling, we propose to consider in detail uncertainties and risks inherent to these stages reflected in the five hypotheses which are the Team competence (H1), Technological capability (H2), Customer value (H3), Business model (H4), and Market depth (H5) hypotheses.

Evaluating project exclusively based on its cash flows, there is a bulge in understanding the real risks of its failure. The proposed Hypothesis testing method, which is superimposed on ROA, backward induction and multiplier method, allows to shift focus to risk assessment of innovation projects.

Other distinguishing features of the Hypothesis testing method approach are:
1. Independence from a discount factor.
2. Using risk-neutral probability instead of subjective probabilities.
3. Hands-on applicability of ROA as it accounts to managerial flexibility during an innovation project lifetime, unlike NPV.
4. Minimizing the impact of project duration on its value. In the DCF approach all calculations are subject to the time factor, however, in case of innovations a project duration can differ significantly from expected one. Estimating an innovation project using the DCF method, the output will differ significantly, whereas within the ROA the deviation is minimized.
5. Minimizing capital-at-risk usually considered as a whole investment cost.
6. Focus on the phased success, which allows to reconsider project related risks based on the information obtained after the uncertainties have been cleared in the previous stage.

The proposed innovation project evaluation method is a logical extension of the real option theory as a competitive approach to the assessment of investment opportunity with a high level of uncertainty. By shifting attention from the cash flow that will occur only after the successful product implementation (which implies the successful completion of all stages of product development, as well as marketing and sales launching) to testing the hypotheses at each stage of the innovation project, it is possible to explore all possible risks separately and overestimate these risks in iterative logic for deeper understanding of the investment opportunity. This is a new paradigm in risk assessment of innovations.

Evaluation of an innovation project due to inherent uncertainty should cover all stages of innovative product creation, starting with an idea to scaling on the market. Each stage is fraught with uncertainty and risks that can be outlined by testing of appropriate hypothesis. The Hypothesis testing method in the context of the evolution of an innovation product allows to investigate project risks, isolate clusters of uncertainty and identify differentiated risks of team, technology, customer value, business model and market depth, which in turn allows to make a more informed investment decision by reassessing the risks and opportunities based on the hypotheses inherent with each stage of the innovation project.

Applying the ROA to assess the innovation project investment attractiveness is a conceptually correct decision, as it involves both the ability to assess managerial flexibility and the departure from risk aggregation in the discount rate factor.

The substitution of classical valuation methods for innovations is a logical and necessary way, since the inclusion of strategic flexibility and minimization of capital at risk by using the Hypothesis testing method are features that allow investor to make more accurate management decision and avoid missing the breakthrough opportunities. This approach changes the direction of the innovation assessment process from the financial component that is present after sales began, to all stages of creating an innovation, starting from the idea generation, in order to describe the main risks of the project as fully as possible. This method is flexible, which allows it to be used for projects of different areas. It can also be expanded by adding assumptions to the underlying hypotheses or narrowed down if one or more hypotheses have already been tested and the uncertainty about these risks is completely dispelled.
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